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We demonstrate laser-driven two-qubit and single-qubit logic gates with fidelities 99.9(1)% and
99.9934(3)% respectively, significantly above the ≈ 99% minimum threshold level required for fault-
tolerant quantum computation, using qubits stored in hyperfine ground states of calcium-43 ions
held in a room-temperature trap. We study the speed/fidelity trade-off for the two-qubit gate, for
gate times between 3.8µs and 520µs, and develop a theoretical error model which is consistent with
the data and which allows us to identify the principal technical sources of infidelity.

A powerful quantum computer need not require more
than a few thousand logical qubits, but the number of
physical qubits required depends strongly on the pre-
cision with which they can be manipulated [1]. Fault-
tolerant quantum error correction typically requires that
the errors associated with all operations (qubit initializa-
tion, single- and two-qubit logic gates, and readout) must
each be below a threshold level of ≈ 1% in order for a
quantum computer to function at all [2–4]. The ability to
entangle qubits “on demand” has been demonstrated in
several physical systems [5–8] and error rates slightly be-
low threshold have been achieved using trapped ions [9]
and superconducting circuits [10]. However, the precision
has so far fallen short of that needed for the construction
of a practical quantum computer, because error rates at
least an order of magnitude below threshold are required
for the number of physical qubits per logical qubit to re-
main reasonable [1, 2, 4]. The speed of the operations is
also an important parameter: gate speed does not need
to be fast in absolute terms (a quantum computer derives
its power from the exponential scaling of its workspace
with the number of qubits, not from its clock speed), but
should be sufficiently fast relative to the qubit coherence
time that the memory error is also well below the thresh-
old. In general, there is a trade-off between speed and
fidelity, both for specific systems (as studied here) and
between different platforms. For example, the strong in-
teractions in the solid state permit sub-microsecond two-
qubit gates for superconducting qubits, much faster than
is typical for trapped ions, but at present also limit qubit
coherence times to ∼ 100µs. In both these physical sys-
tems, the present limitations to gate speed and fidelity
are technical rather than fundamental.

The first detailed proposals for implementing the theo-
retical ideas of quantum information processing appeared
in the 1990s, and were based on laser-cooled trapped
ions [11–13], and on single-electron quantum dots [14].
Individual trapped ions possess extremely stable inter-
nal states for the storage of quantum information (such
states form the basis of some of the most accurate atomic
clocks [15]) and the ion-ion coupling arising from the mu-
tual Coulomb repulsion provides a natural mechanism for
implementing multi-qubit quantum logic. As in other
physical systems, the quantum logic operations which

entangle distinct qubits are the most technically chal-
lenging to implement, because — however stable the in-
ternal qubit states — the quantum information needs
to be transmitted between qubits via an external chan-
nel which is generally more susceptible to environmental
noise. In the case of trapped ions, this channel is the
quantized motion of the ions in the harmonic oscillator
potential of the trap and is thus sensitive to the effective
motional temperature of the ions and to noise in the elec-
tric fields used to confine them. The highest fidelity pre-
viously reported [9] for a two-qubit gate in trapped ions
was 99.3(1)% (a level which has recently been equalled
using superconducting qubits [10]); this used an optical
qubit transition and hence required good frequency sta-
bility in the optical domain. Qubits based on hyperfine
ground states, in common with superconducting qubits,
operate in the more convenient microwave domain; in
contrast to manufactured solid state qubits, however, the
qubit frequency is defined by universal atomic properties
and this may simplify large-scale architectures.

We report in this Letter an experimental and theo-
retical study of a two-qubit gate operation [16] for hy-
perfine trapped-ion qubits driven by Raman laser beams
which, together with microwave-driven single-qubit op-
erations, produces a Bell state (a maximally-entangled
state) whose fidelity we measure by quantum state to-
mography. By independent characterization of the single-
qubit errors, we infer the error in the gate operation itself.
We develop a theoretical error model for the gate, ver-
ify the dominant error contributions in auxiliary exper-
iments, and find good agreement with the experimental
results. This both confirms the accuracy of our fidelity
result, and shows where future work should be focussed.
We also measure the average error in laser-driven single-
qubit rotations, using randomized benchmarking. For
both the single- and two-qubit gates we systematically
explore the trade-off between gate speed and error.

The particular two-qubit gate we apply is a σz ⊗ σz
phase gate [16] (σz being the Pauli operator), driven by
a pair of Raman laser beams at a mean detuning ∆ from
an optical atomic resonance, where the qubits are stored
in the |⇓〉=4S4,+4

1/2 and |⇑〉=4S3,+3

1/2 states of the ground
hyperfine manifold of 43Ca+ (where the superscripts de-
note the quantum numbers F,MF ; see figure 1a). The
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FIG. 1: (a) 43Ca+ qubit states and Raman transitions used for sideband cooling, single-qubit and two-qubit gates. The
quantization axis is set by a magnetic field B = 0.196 mT, giving Zeeman splittings fB ≈ 0.686 MHz between adjacent
hyperfine states. Raman beams have mean detuning ∆∼ −1 THz from the 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2 (397 nm) transition. For single-qubit
gates, the Raman difference frequency δ = f0 where f0 = 3.226 GHz is the (|↓〉,|↑〉) qubit transition frequency. For sideband
cooling, δ = f0 − 7fB − fz to cool the axial centre-of-mass motion at fz = 1.95 MHz, and δ = f0 − 7fB − fz

√
3 to cool the

stretch motion. For two-qubit gates, using the (|⇓〉,|⇑〉) states, δ = fz + δg where δg = 2/tg with tg the total gate duration.
Global single-qubit π/2 and π rotations used to characterize the two-qubit gate are driven by microwave radiation. (b) Raman
laser system and beam geometry, with the polarizations and frequencies of each beam. The ion separation (3.5µm) is set to
be 12 1

2
wavelengths of the travelling standing wave which results from the interference of the two-qubit gate beams. All beams

are derived from a master/slave pair of frequency-doubled lasers whose frequency difference (≈ f0) is set by optical injection
locking (at 794 nm) via an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) [17]. The beams are frequency-shifted and switched by further
AOMs and brought close to the trap using optical fibres. Beam powers are independently stabilized by feedback to the AOMs’
r.f. amplitudes. The gate beams are steered onto the ions via mirrors with piezo-electric actuators.

Raman beams exert a state-dependent force on the ions,
which transiently excites their centre-of-mass axial mo-
tion when they are in the |⇓⇑〉 or |⇑⇓〉 states, in turn
giving an overall phase on the two-qubit wavefunction
for these two states. To vary the gate time tg we ad-
just ∆ while holding the Raman beam intensity constant;
smaller ∆ enables a faster gate, at the cost of increased
error due to photon scattering [18]. The Raman differ-
ence frequency is δ = fz+δg where δg = 2/tg and the ax-
ial trap frequency is fz = 1.95 MHz. The Raman beams
propagate at 45◦ to the trap z-axis, such that their wave-
vector difference lies along z (figure 1b). We cool both
of the ions’ axial modes close to the ground state of mo-
tion (mean vibrational quantum number n̄ ≈ 0.02) by
Raman sideband cooling; the centre-of-mass mode (with
effective temperature ≈ 2µK), rather than the stretch
mode, is used to implement the gate to avoid coupling
to the hotter (∼ 1 mK) radial modes of motion [19]. The
Raman pulses used to implement the gate are shaped in
time, to reduce errors due to off-resonant excitation [20].

We divide the gate operation into two pulses, each of
duration 1/δg, embedded within a global spin-echo se-
quence [21], which ideally produces the Bell state |ψ+〉 =
(|⇓⇓〉 + |⇑⇑〉)/

√
2, and use further single-qubit π/2 ro-

tations to measure the fidelity F = 〈ψ+|ρ|ψ+〉 of the

state ρ obtained [16], see figure 2a. Thus the measured
Bell state infidelity includes both the error εg due to the
gate operation itself and errors in the single-qubit oper-
ations (principally spin-echo εSE, state preparation and
measurement εSPAM). We characterize the single-qubit
errors by independent experiments in order to extract
the two-qubit gate error; the errors in the single-qubit
operations are comparable to or smaller than the gate
error over the parameter regime studied [20]. The time-
dependent dynamics of the gate operation are in excellent
agreement with theory (figure 2b).

Results for the complete two-qubit gate data set are
shown in figure 3a, where we have normalized through-
out for the independently-measured qubit SPAM errors
(εSPAM = 1.7 × 10−3 per qubit) and spin-echo error
(εSE ≤ 1.8× 10−3). The data are compared with a theo-
retical model comprising the four leading sources of gate
error [20]. The model gives a minimum error estimate
since it assumes all control parameters (for example, laser
beam intensities) are set to their optimum values; in re-
ality fluctuations in these parameters, and the finite pre-
cision with which each can be set, lead to higher errors.
Despite this, the data exceed the model prediction by,
on average, less than a factor of two over the full range
of gate speeds studied. The lowest gate error is found
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FIG. 2: (a) Quantum state tomography for the optimum two-
qubit gate obtained (tg = 100µs). Parity signal (P⇓⇓+P⇑⇑−
P⇓⇑ − P⇑⇓ where Pα is the probability of finding the ions
in state |α〉), obtained by analysing the Bell state with π

2
[φ]

tomography pulses whose phase φ is scanned relative to that
of the single-qubit spin-echo pulses. The operation sequence
is shown above, with the sources of the different contributions
ε to the measured Bell state error indicated. Two independent
runs are plotted (red: 1000 sequences per point, blue: 2000
sequences per point). The curve is the maximum likelihood fit
to the data [20]; the weighted residuals are shown below, and
give a reduced χ2 = 0.87. (b) Population dynamics during
the gate operation, obtained by scanning the duration tR of
the Raman laser pulses, as illustrated above. The Bell state
is generated at tR = tg = 50µs here. For pulse durations
not equal to integer multiples of 1/δg the ions’ motion does
not return to its initial state, which requires the phase of the
force to be synchronized between the two Raman pulses. The
curves show the ideal gate dynamics with no free parameters
except tg. Error bars in both plots show 1σ statistical errors,
calculated using binomial statistics.

at tg = 100µs (using ∆ = −3.0 THz), where the mea-
sured Bell state infidelity is (1−F ) = 2.5(7)×10−3 after
correcting for SPAM error. For this run, the single-qubit
spin-echo error contribution is εSE = 1.4(1)×10−3, and we
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FIG. 3: (a) Measured two-qubit gate error (circles) and error
model (lines), plotted against the two-qubit gate duration tg
which was varied by adjusting the Raman detuning ∆ at con-
stant Raman beam power. Single-qubit SPAM and spin-echo
errors have been subtracted from the data to allow compar-
ison with the error model (see text). The four largest error
contributions are plotted, with their total (black line). Inset:
Bell state error vs number of two-qubit gates, using tg = 30µs.
The dashed line is the error model prediction of 1.5×10−3 per
gate, while the solid line is a quadratic fit allowing for a sys-
tematic error in the Raman beam intensity of 0.5% (consistent
with the observed level of drift [20]). (b) Measured single-
qubit gate error versus gate time tπ/2. The minimum error of

0.066(3)×10−3 is achieved at tπ/2 = 7.5µs, at which point the
contribution to the error from photon scattering is calculated
to be 0.02×10−3. Here the gate duration was changed by ad-
justing the Raman beam intensity; two fixed detunings were
used, ∆ = −1.9 THz (circles) and ∆ = −1.0 THz (crosses).
Statistical error is smaller than the symbol size. The curve is
an empirical model fitted to the data, which allows for differ-
ential phase noise between the two Raman beams [20].

infer a gate error of εg = 1.1(7)×10−3, representing more
than an order of magnitude improvement compared with
that previously reported for hyperfine qubits [16, 22, 23].
The measured gate error is consistent with the calculated
contributions to εg given in table I. The shortest gate
time attempted was tg = 3.8µs, for which we measure an
error εg = 29(2)×10−3; this is a five-fold increase in gate
speed, and a factor two reduction in error, compared with
the fastest previous trapped-ion implementation [24].

We also performed multiple tg = 30µs gates within a
single, fixed-length, spin-echo sequence (figure 3a, inset);
as εSE and εSPAM do not vary with the number of gates,
this allows an independent estimate of the two-qubit gate
error. Making the conservative assumption of an error
linear in the number of gates, we obtain an error-per-
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two-qubit gate error source calculated error

(at tg = 100µs,∆ = −3.0 THz) /10−3

Raman+Rayleigh photon scattering 0.4

motional heating and dephasing 0.2

spin dephasing 0.2

Raman beam intensity drift (< 0.5%) < 0.06

motional temperature (n̄ < 0.05) < 0.04

off-resonant effects < 0.01

total 0.9

TABLE I: Dominant contributions to the two-qubit gate er-
ror εg, as predicted by our theoretical error model for the
conditions under which we measured the lowest gate error
εg = 1.1(7)×10−3. The uncertainty is at most ±1 in the final
digit. For details of the calculations, see [20] and [25].

gate of εg = 2.0(2)×10−3, independent of all single-qubit
and SPAM errors; this value of εg is dominated by the
calculated increase in photon scattering error compared
with the 100µs gate. It would be desirable to perform
longer sequences of gates, for example for the purpose of
randomized benchmarking [24]; however, in our system
this would not yield useful information on the two-qubit
gate error, as the measured error would be dominated by
single-qubit errors, due to the effects of 50 Hz magnetic
field noise and the magnetic field offset between the two
ions [20].

To test the performance of single-qubit gates (π/2 rota-
tions) driven by the same Raman laser system, we used
instead the qubit states |↓〉 = 4S4, 0

1/2 and |↑〉 = 4S3, 0

1/2.
These states are nearly independent of magnetic field to
first order, allowing randomized benchmarking [26] to be
used (which is necessary to render the gate error ob-
servable above the state preparation and measurement
errors). The two-qubit gate cannot be directly applied
to these “memory qubit” states [27], but mapping be-
tween similar memory and gate qubits in 43Ca+ has been
demonstrated with error 0.2×10−3 using microwave tech-
niques [28]; mapping both ways for two qubits would
thus increase the net two-qubit gate error, but this ad-
ditional mapping cost should be straightforward to re-
duce by improved magnetic field control. We employed
the same randomized benchmarking protocol as in pre-
vious work on microwave-driven single-qubit gates [28],
here using typically 160 distinct random sequences each
consisting of up to 1000 computational gates. Results
are shown in figure 3b; the average gate error is be-
low 1×10−3 over the entire range of gate speeds stud-
ied (0.9µs . . . 60µs), with a minimum of 0.066(3)×10−3

at a gate duration of tπ/2 = 7.5µs. This represents a
five-fold reduction in error compared with previous laser-
driven single-qubit gates, without incurring the overhead
of composite pulse techniques [29]. For a pair of ions, we
also demonstrated individual qubit addressing using the
trap’s axial micromotion [30] with an estimated cross-talk

error of 0.1(1)×10−3 [20].

We now discuss the prospects for implementing the
single- and two-qubit laser gates described in the present
work in ion trap systems suitable for scalable quantum
information processing, without sacrificing gate fidelity.
Two complementary schemes are currently being pur-
sued, the “quantum CCD” approach in which ions are
shuttled around a large microfabricated array of intercon-
nected traps [13] and a “network” model where multiple
small traps are connected by photonic links which enable
heralded entanglement [31]. Both schemes require local
deterministic gates with errors � 1% [32]. Sympathetic
cooling using a different ion species will also be neces-
sary [13]; we have previously used 40Ca+ for this pur-
pose [33], and have recently demonstrated that the two-
qubit gate used here is also capable of mapping quantum
information coherently between these two isotopes [34].
For improved protection of logic qubits different elements
can be used [35]. In the network model, a macroscopic
ion trap such as that used in this work could be used at
each node of the network, although it would be advan-
tageous to have several interconnected trapping zones at
each node [32]. In the quantum CCD model, microfab-
ricated surface-electrode traps are likely to be necessary
because of the large number of zones required [36].

The first difficulty in using surface traps is that the
ions are typically trapped much closer to the electrodes,
where the electric field noise is greater, disrupting the
coherent motional dynamics of the gate. For example,
in the room-temperature surface trap used for the high-
fidelity single-qubit work reported in [28], we have mea-
sured motional heating and decoherence rates one to two
orders of magnitude higher than in the macroscopic trap
used here. According to our error model, this will limit
the two-qubit gate error to a minimum of εg ≈ 1× 10−3.
However, significant reductions in electric field noise have
been obtained in surface traps, either by cooling the elec-
trodes to cryogenic temperatures [37] or by in situ clean-
ing of the electrode surfaces [38, 39]; this should allow
significantly lower εg. A second technical issue for surface
traps is the proximity of the relatively powerful Raman
beams to the surface: stray laser light can cause charging
of the trap [40], which also leads to uncontrolled electric
fields. We have investigated this by aligning a beam of
similar power to our Raman beams on an ion trapped
75µm above the surface trap used in [28]; we find no de-
tectable change in the required compensation field, at a
level ≈ 1 V/m, indicating that for light of the wavelength
(397 nm) required for 43Ca+, and these trap materials
(gold electrodes on a sapphire substrate), charging is not
a significant problem and there would be negligible effect
on the gate error.

All the contributions to the two-qubit gate error bud-
get (Table I) can be reduced by technical improvements;
for example, improved magnetic field stabilization would
reduce the spin dephasing error. The only error which is
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fundamentally limited is that due to photon scattering;
this can be reduced to the ≈ 0.1× 10−3 level (in 43Ca+)
by a factor ≈ 5 increase in the Raman beam intensity
[18, 25]. The laser power used in these experiments is
modest (5 mW in each gate beam, with waist 27µm), and
could be further reduced by integrating optical elements
with the trap structure, allowing more tightly focussed
beams while retaining beam-pointing stability [41]. Solid
state diode lasers are a more readily scalable technology
than the frequency-doubled lasers used in this work, and
it has been shown that similar power and spectral pu-
rity can be obtained from the latest generation of violet
laser diodes, using optical injection locking [42]; an ar-
ray of such injected diodes could be used to implement
thousands of gate operations in parallel. We conclude
that, with existing technology, the 99.9% two-qubit gate
fidelity demonstrated here can be maintained and im-
proved in the ion trap systems currently envisaged for
the implementation of large-scale quantum computation.
The task of scaling up quantum information processors
beyond the present generation of few-qubit demonstra-
tors remains a formidable one, but we hope that this
work will both enable and stimulate efforts to address
this technical challenge.

We note that laser-driven quantum logic gates with
comparable fidelity have recently been reported by
the NIST Ion Storage Group, using 9Be+ hyperfine
qubits [43].
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